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VERY HUNGRY NOMADS
Are you looking for a fresh, genuine and real perspective to showcase your
brand or destination? Do you want to utilise the expert travel experience of
an engaging social media and storytelling female duo in travel?
Very Hungry Nomads is a travel and lifestyle blog. We have a rapidly
growing and highly engaged audience interested in adventure, food and
travel around the world.

VERY HUNGRY NOMADS AUDIENCE
7.4K + FOLLOWERS
27K+ FOLLOWERS

1.2+ FOLLOWERS

BLOG STATISTICS

Monthly Users: 55,000 + (Google Analytics)
Monthly Sessions: 70,000 + (Google Analytics)
Monthly Page Views: 85,000 + (Google Analytics)
Instagram Followers: 27,000 +
Facebook Followers: 7,500 +
Newsletter Subscribers: 5,000+
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audience demographics
Age group: 21-55
Female 65%
Men 35%
Audience Locations: Australia, USA, UK,
Australia, Canada, plus viewers from 100+
additional countries.

Why Choose Us?
If you decide to work with us, you'll find that we're different from other travel
bloggers. Our niche followers are real, live people (no bought followers here) looking
for inspiration and travel ideas and they're highly engaged with our content. Our
15+ years of expert travel experience is what they have come to trust.
It's simple. Our readers and followers enjoy our travel style because we are real. We
showcase how travel really is. We share the good parts of travel and the challenging
parts, yet this is what they enjoy the most.
Our focus is on educating and inspiring people about destinations through our daily
Instastory, tips, posts and blogs for over 187+ countries we've visited.
Our positive attitudes showcasing how we discover new places, cuisine and people is
what sets us aside from the pack.
Don't you want to stand out from the crowd too?

